A High Precision Real-time Premature Ventricular Contraction Assessment Method based on the Complex Feature Set.
This paper presents a high precision and low computational complexity premature ventricular contraction (PVC) assessment method for the ECG human-machine interface device. The original signals are preprocessed by integrated filters. Then, R points and surrounding feature points are determined by corresponding detection algorithms. On this basis, a complex feature set and feature matrices are obtained according to the position feature points. Finally, an exponential Minkowski distance method is proposed for PVC recognition. Both public dataset and clinical experiments were utilized to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method. The results show that our R peak detection algorithm can substantially reduce the error rate, and obtained 98.97% accuracy for QRS complexes. Meanwhile, the accuracy of PVC recognition was 98.69% for the MIT-BIH database and 98.49% for clinical tests. Moreover, benefiting from the lightweight of our model, it can be easily applied to portable healthcare devices for human-computer interaction.